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Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead 
In a remote Polish village, Janina devotes the dark winter days 
to studying astrology, translating the poetry of William Blake, 
and taking care of the summer homes of wealthy Warsaw 
residents. Her reputation as a crank and a recluse is amplified 
by her not-so-secret preference for the company of animals 
over humans. Then a neighbor, Big Foot, turns up dead. Soon 
other bodies are discovered, in increasingly strange 
circumstances. As suspicions mount, Janina inserts herself into 
the investigation, certain that she knows whodunit. If only 
anyone would pay her mind... 
 
A deeply satisfying thriller cum fairy tale, Drive Your Plow Over 
the Bones of the Dead is a provocative exploration of the murky 
borderland between sanity and madness, justice and tradition, 
autonomy and fate. Whom do we deem sane? it asks. Who is 
worthy of a voice? 

Olga Tokarczuk 
Olga Tokarczuk is one of Poland’s most celebrated and beloved authors, winner of the Nobel 
Prize in Literature and the Man Booker International Prize, as well as her country’s highest 
literary honor, the Nike. She is the author of eight novels and two short story collections, and 
has been translated into more than thirty languages.  
 
Discussion Questions 

1. One of the first declarations Janina makes is that “the earth was not made for mankind.” 
Why does she believe this? Do you agree or disagree? How might this perspective relate 
to contemporary conversations around climate change and environmentalism? 

2. There are multiple deaths in this whodunnit. Are all deaths treated equally in the novel? 
Whose bodies--animal or human--are shown respect? And by whom? 

3. What’s in a name? Consider the dialogue Janina has with herself about the names and 
nicknames she gives her neighbors, her pets, and herself. How does she blur the line 
between humans and animals? How does she humanize animals, and vice versa, make 
humans seem more animal? 

 
*Book and author description from Penguin Random House 



 
4. At the beginning of the book, did you find Janina to be a reliable narrator? Why or why 

not? Did you revise this initial impression by the end? 

5. Vegans and omnivores have long argued the morality of eating meat or using animal 
products. Janina’s own attitudes invite similar debate, especially around hunting. Where 
do you fall on these issues? Does Janina challenge your own thinking? Were there any 
moments when you felt compelled to challenge Janina or the hunters? 

6. Janina is infuriated and sickened by the hunters in her community and yet seems to feel 
no remorse over the hunters’ deaths. Janina continually vacillates between devastation 
and indifference when various living beings are harmed. Discuss. What might Tokarczuk 
have wanted to underscore with this extreme contrast? 

7. Janina’s first theory of the Commandant’s death is that the deer are fighting back. She is 
again dismissed as “crazy,” but is it actually such a stretch that nature could fight back? 
Especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, does it strike you that nature might have 
ways of fighting for itself, instinctually or not? Can you think of any other examples of 
how nature might “fight back” against human impact? 

8. Discuss these questions posed by Janina: “Who divided the world into useless and 
useful, and by what right? Does a thistle have no right to life, or a Mouse that eats the 
grain in a warehouse? What about Bees and Drones, weeds and roses? Whose intellect 
can have had the audacity to judge who is better, and who worse? A large tree, crooked 
and full of holes, survives for centuries without being cut down, because nothing could 
possibly be made out of it. This example should raise the spirits of people like us. 
Everyone knows the profit to be reaped from the useful, but nobody knows the benefit to 
be gained from the useless.”  

9. How does Janina’s passive comments about her “little girls” propel the themes of 
naming, anthropomorphism, and hunting/killing? 

10. What role do the cosmos play in this novel? Consider both Janina and the systems 
humans use to order, understand, and grapple with life. 

More like Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead 
● Flights by Olga Tokarczuk, fiction 
● Disappearing Earth by Julia Phillips, fiction 
● Annihilation by Jeff VanderMeer, fiction 
● Eating Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer, nonfiction 
● Angry Inuk: Seal Hunting and the Inuit directed by Alethea Arnaquq-Baril, documentary 
● Temple Grandin directed by Mick Jackson, film 
● The Center for Biological Diversity, nonprofit organization, biologicaldiversity.org 
● The Raw and the Rawer by Alexandra Kleeman, nonfiction published on n+1 
● Stars in the Sky: A Hunting Story directed by Steven Rinella, documentary 

 

https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/
https://nplusonemag.com/issue-21/essays/the-raw-and-the-rawer/

